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Absolute energy from fats and carbohydrates and the proportion of carbo-
hydrates in the food supply have increased over 50 years. Dietary energy
density (ED) isprimarilydecreasedby thewaterand increasedby the fat content
of foods. Protein, carbohydrates and fat exert different effects on satiety or
energy intake (EI) in the order protein > carbohydrates > fat. When the ED of
different foods is equalized the differences between fat and carbohydrates are
modest. Covertly increasing dietary EDwith fat, carbohydrate ormixedmacro-
nutrients elevates EI, producingweight gain and vice versa. Inmore naturalistic
situations where learning cues are intact, there appears to be greater com-
pensation for the different ED of foods. There is considerable individual
variability in response. Macronutrient-specific negative feedback models of EI
regulation have limited capacity to explain how availability of cheap, highly
palatable, readily assimilated, energy-dense foods lead to obesity in modern
environments. Neuropsychological constructs including food reward (liking,
wanting and learning), reactive and reflective decision making, in the context
of asymmetric energy balance regulation, give more comprehensive expla-
nations of how environmental superabundance of foods containing mixtures
of readily assimilated fats and carbohydrates and caloric beverages elevate EI
through combined hedonic, affective, cognitive and physiologicalmechanisms.

This article is part of a discussion meeting issue ‘Causes of obesity:
theories, conjectures and evidence (Part II)’.
1. The role of energy intake in human energy balance regulation
Considerable interest has focused on energy intake (EI), expenditure and storage
in attempts to understand obesity development and if or how this constitutes dys-
regulation of energy balance (EB). Enquiries have intensified, in parallel with the
growing obesity epidemic, in search of theoretical explanations for obesity devel-
opment that provide mechanistic solutions for prevention and treatment. With
some significant exceptions (e.g. the fields of ecology, agriculture and physiologi-
cal psychology), the study of ingestive behaviour in animals and humans and the
study of human EI, metabolism and storage (body composition) have largely
developed in distinct theoretical domains until the mid-late twentieth century [1].

By the late twentieth century, there was a growing view that that increased
population-level obesity development is primarily owing to an excessive EI
rather than decreased physical activity [2]. This led to renewed interest in the
search for factors regulating the intake of energy and macronutrients (fat, protein,
carbohydrate (CHO) and alcohol) and factors that perturb this regulation asmech-
anismsunderlying the obesity epidemic [2–5]. Several theories had been developed
to explainhowalmost every componentof theEBsystemmay functionas anegative
feedback homeostatic signal to influence food and EI. These include EB regulated
around the needs for heat production, temperature regulation [6], expenditure or
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stores of energy (energostats) [7–9]. Kennedy famously pro-
posed that body fat exerts negative feedback affecting both EI
and energy expenditure (EE), through the process of lipostasis
[10]. Several models have suggested that CHOs exert negative
feedback on shorter-term EI. These include Mayer’s glucostatic
hypothesis [11], Russek’s conceptualization of glucose status
being monitored by hepatostats in the liver [12,13], or Flatt’s
model inwhichwhole-bodyCHOstores (glycogenostats) exerted
negative feedback on day-to-day food intake [14]. Similarly it has
been proposed that plasma amino acid concentrations exert nega-
tive feedback on short-term EI (aminostasis) [15] or that this
function occurs over longer periods owing to negative feedback
from fat-freemass (protein-stats [16]), or ametabolic andmotiva-
tional drive to eat to achieve a ‘target-protein intake’, presumably
related to requirements (protein leverage) [17]. It has also been
proposed that bodyweight itself is more-or-less regulated (gravi-
stat, [18], ponderostat, [19,20]), around set or settling points [21].
There have also been models to explain how specific nutrients
may trigger overconsumption (energetic hyperphagia) and obes-
ity development such as the current CHO-insulin model [22],
itself preceded by Geiselman and Novin’s sugar-induced [23] or
Sclafani’s CHO-induced hyperphagia models [24,25]. The
sugar-induced hyperphagia and CHO-insulin models argued
that CHO ingestion (particularly disaccharides, especially
sucrose), produces hyperinsulinaemia, which then precipitates
hypoglycaemia and a shift towards fat storage, elevating
motivation to eat and body weight.

Dietary macronutrients summate to determine voluntary EI
via sensory/hedonic cues, signalling along the gut-brain axis,
[26–28], at the pre- and post-absorptive levels, or both [29,30].
The ingestion of macronutrients releases a battery of primary
and secondary messengers that include hormones, amines, pep-
tides and other neuromodulators that link the pre- and post-
absorptiveevents related tomacronutrient ingestion to thevarious
interacting regions of the brain that are concerned with feeding
and other motivated behaviours [31–33]. The central nervous
system monitors metabolite levels, and endogenous substances
produced by nutrient ingestion, directly from the blood via recep-
tors and the array of hormones and other peptides released in
association with nutrient absorption across the gut wall.

Neurobiological studies give a comprehensive account of
how hedonic, reward-based pathways are far more central to
EB homeostasis than was previously supposed. This helps to
explain why eating behaviour can so easily lead to a chronic
positive EB, given current environmental circumstances,
which offer numerous facilitatory cues and few constraints
regarding what, when and how much to eat. Macronutrients
can act as very powerful unconditioned stimuli that modify
the feeding response determined by previous conditioning to
form learned food preferences that affect feeding behaviour.
They can act as powerful sensory cues related to pleasure,
and pleasure is important in directing goal-oriented motivated
behaviours such as eating [31,34–37]. The effect of macronutri-
ents may also be related to other cognitions and motivations
such as health beliefs and other aspects of affect [31].

2. How does appetite (motivation to eat) affect
energy intake and does this change in altered
states of energy balance?

The current authors argue that the balance of evidence
suggests that EB is regulated, but that regulation is neither
precise nor symmetric, as proposed by many early negative
feedback physiological models of homeostatic regulation
[1,38]. This does not mean that there are not physiological
changes that oppose weight gain or loss, such as the compo-
sition and energy cost of weight change itself, changes in the
metabolic requirements associated with a change in meta-
bolic body size, or changes in the cost of weight bearing
activities, all of which both accompany, and tend to mitigate,
weight change [38–40]. Compensatory responses in EI to
subtle changes in EB (i.e. of relatively small cumulative mag-
nitude over time) appear imprecise [41,42]. However, the
aggregate evidence from observational, epidemiological and
experimental studies suggests that components of the EB
equation show compensatory responses that are much more
marked in response to pronounced negative than positive
EBs over time [1,38]. As weight is gained over time, there is
limited evidence of physiological or behavioural systems
actively working to prevent further weight gain. Changes
in EE and its components play a significant role in response
to energy deficits. Motivation to eat and EI appear to have
a stronger influence on body weight regain compared with
changes in EE, e.g. [43]. Responses to weight loss, both phys-
iological and psychological, occur on a continuum influenced
by factors such as the degree and duration of energy deficit,
initial body composition and the psychosocial environment
[38].

This suggests that appetite may be more physiologically
controlled in negative EB situations, while weaker links exist
between physiological functioning, food intake and motivation
to eat in positive or neutral EB states [44]. The modern environ-
ment, abundant in energy-dense foods, is rich in sensory and
environmental cues that influence eating behaviour and EI, pre-
sumably through hedonic and other affective mechanisms.
Some authors argue that in resource-limited environments of
our evolutionary past, hedonic and homeostatic systems were
synchronized together to promote overconsumption during
brief periods of food abundance, driven by environmental
uncertainty. In an environment where food resources are unpre-
dictable and finite, natural selection would have favoured
overconsumption as an adaptive behaviour, limited (capability,
opportunity) by environmental uncertainty [1,31,33,38,45].
There would have been less selection pressure for evolved sys-
tems that protect against weight gain as such an outcome
would have been less likely in resource-limiting environments.
This does not deny that the ‘energy homeostasis system’ is rel-
evant in modern environments. Modern environments have
dramatically and rapidly changed relative to the environment
in which EB regulatory systems evolved. It is also possible that
EB regulation is not truly asymmetric, and that the current
status of EB regulation on a population level may simply be a
reflection of natural variation in an extreme (obesogenic)
environment. If that is the case,we should conclude thatEB regu-
lation is incomplete, for the environment to exert such leverage
in the first place. Nevertheless, like many complex traits, there
is likely to be variation in ability to regulate or resist positive
EB. Therefore, there is a need to understand the symmetry/
asymmetry and strength of EB regulation, the time course of
such regulation, and the impact altered states of EB have on
homeostasic and hedonic cues for food intake in a rapidly chan-
ging environment. There is still much to be learned about
phenotypes that apparently regulate EB precisely in the face of
an environment that is conducive to excessEI, and tounderstand
why some people appear to be resistant to weight gain in such
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environments. Speakmans et al.’s [42] considerations of set
points, settling points and alternative theoretical models offer a
useful framework in which to consider these issues.

It is often implied (but not explicitly stated) that eating
behaviour is regulated as part of a feedback loop in EB
regulation. However, in modern environments, there is little
justification for eating behaviour related to weight gain to
be regulated in the same way as described by traditional
homeostatic models. Eating behaviour may exhibit stable
patterns over time owing to habit, but these patterns may
differ from the regulation described in homeostatic models
of regulation [1,31,33,34,45].

Studies that attempt to elucidate mechanisms of appetite
control primarily focus on short-term investigations of inges-
tive behaviour, emphasizing changes in motivation to eat
or eating behaviour, rather than long-term studies. These
short-term experiments assume that changes in motivation to
eat or eating behaviour will translate into long-term EB regu-
lation. However, the duration of these experiments (minutes,
hours or days) is much narrower than the relevant time
frame for such EB regulation to occur (weeks and months).
In other words, researchers may be looking for evidence of
EB regulation within a time frame where it is unlikely to
happen [1]. Therefore, it is important to differentiate between
longer-term mechanisms of EB regulation and shorter-term
mechanisms that affect motivation to eat or EI. These consider-
ations apply to the section below examining the idea that CHO
stores or metabolism would regulate EB. The vast majority of
studies examining the differential effects of macronutrients on
EI are primarily acute/short-term studies. Few studies that
have examined the impact of changes in dietary macronutrient
composition on motivation to eat and EI over periods longer
than a few weeks and most are limited to within or
between-day studies. There are currently economic and meth-
odological factors that limit such long-term studies [46,47].
However, given that EI and in turn appetite control are unli-
kely to be tightly coupled to EB regulation (be it symmetric
or asymmetric) some caution should be exercised when
taking inferences from acute or short-term studies. This also
raises the issues of how tightly EB is regulated.

Unlike many physiological systems, which are regulated
over periods of minutes, hours or days, body weight and
composition are tolerant of considerable perturbations over
weeks and months [1,44]. Evidence suggests that in subsis-
tence economies, seasonal body weight fluctuations of
approximately 10% were commonplace [1]. In many wild
animals, seasonal fluctuations in body weight and compo-
sition are not unusual [38,48,49]. This does not mean that
there is no regulation of EB, but that the nature and time-
course of such regulation may be different to physiological
regulation that is typically controlled by symmetrical nega-
tive feedback loops proposed by macronutrient-specific
models of EI and EB regulation [1,38]. It is worth considering
some examples of macronutrient-specific negative feedback
models of appetite and EB regulation in the context of current
debates about diet composition and obesity. The following
section considers the historical context of CHO-specific
models of appetite and EB regulation in detail because
these models have dominated discussions of diet-induced
obesity in the last few decades, but many of the regulatory
principles under discussion, and their possible limitations,
apply to other macronutrient-specific models concerned
with protein or fat.
3. Examples of a carbohydrate-specific models of
energy balance regulation via negative
feedback onto energy intake

Mayer initially proposed that EB regulation is primarily con-
trolled by short-term ‘glucostatic’ responses. However, if
short-term regulation is disrupted, longer-term ‘lipostatic’
regulation can correct it [11]. In 1963, Russek suggested the
existence of glucose receptors in the liver and put forward
the hepatostatic theory of EB regulation [12]. Flatt expanded
on these ideas in 1985 with the glycogenostatic model of
appetite regulation, which proposes that glycogen stores pro-
vide negative feedback on EB [14]. These models make
similar predictions regarding feeding behaviour: (i) CHO
stores or metabolism have a negative feedback effect on EI,
so manipulating CHO status, such as oxidation or CHO
stores, will reciprocally influence EB; (ii) diets high in
fat but low in CHO will promote excessive EI; and (iii)
achieving excessive ad libitum EI on high CHO diets
should be challenging without conscious effort owing to
the strong negative feedback arising from CHO status. To
support these mechanisms, studies should demonstrate a
high likelihood that changes in CHO status will have predict-
able effects on feeding behaviour consistent with the models’
predictions [5]. As a historical context, the next section con-
siders studies that have tested the predictions of CHO-
specific negative feedback models of EI control. Similar
models exist for protein leverage [16,17] and for lipostatic
regulation of EB [10].
4. Do carbohydrate stores/metabolism exert
powerful negative feedback on energy intake?

(a) Prediction 1: carbohydrate stores or metabolism
exert negative feedback on energy intake

Two studies using indirect calorimetry examined this predic-
tion in detail. The first study involved nine men and
investigated the effect of altering CHO balance on day-to-
day food intake. [50] The researchers depleted CHO stores
over the first 24 h, creating a net CHO balance difference of
2.45 ± 0.67 MJ, while keeping EB controlled. Ad libitum
food intake was then assessed over the following 24 h. To
achieve CHO depletion, a high-fat (85% of energy), low
CHO (3% of energy) diet was used. Surprisingly, this extreme
dietary manipulation did not impact the subsequent day’s ad
libitum EI compared to the control group. In a subsequent
follow-up study, six men were investigated, with each partici-
pant being studied three times in 5-day experiments [51].
They were fed to energy requirements for 2 days and received
the same EI as either a high-CHO diet (79% of EI), medium-
CHO diet (48% of EI) or low-CHO diet (9% of EI) over a 48 h
period. The researchers examined the impact of these inter-
ventions on food and EI on the fifth day. Despite a
significant difference in net CHO balance of 4.99 MJ between
the high and low CHO diets, there was no significant effect
on EI (and hence EB) during the fifth day. Consequently,
although there were substantial changes in diet composition
and perturbation of fat and CHO balance, this had little
influence on subsequent EI.
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(b) Prediction 2: diets high in fat but low in
carbohydrate will promote excess energy intake

Several studies have indicated that increasing the energy den-
sity (ED) of the diet by covertly incorporating fat has resulted
in elevated EI, but not the amount of food ingested, e.g.
[52–55]. Conversely, decreasing dietary ED by fat reduction
has led to lower levels of EI and modest reductions in body
weight [52,56]. Two studies have demonstrated that when
individuals had unrestricted access to manipulated diets
with consistent energy and protein density but varying fat
to CHO ratios, they consumed similar amounts of food and
energy [57,58]. These findings have raised the question of
whether the effects of dietary fat on appetite and energy EB
are solely owing to its higher ED, or if fat possesses distinct
weight-promoting properties that are independent of its con-
tribution to overall dietary ED. Furthermore, these studies
challenge models suggesting that increases in CHO oxidation
and/or storage per se serve as powerful, unconditioned
negative feedback mechanisms on food intake or EI.

(c) Prediction 3: excess ad libitum energy intake on
high carbohydrate diets should be very difficult to
achieve without a conscious effort

This hypothesis was tested in a study involving six normal-
weight men who were each studied twice for a duration of
twoweeks. During this period, theywere provided unrestricted
access to one of two covertly manipulated diets [59]. The diets
had proportions of fat, CHO and protein as a percentage of
energy, with fixed ratios of 22 : 65 : 13. The low-ED diet had a
calorie content of 348 kJ 100 g−1, while the higher-ED diet con-
tained 617 kJ 100 g−1. The participants were allowed to adjust
the quantity of food they consumed but not the composition.
EIs for the two diets were 8.56 and 14.56 MJ d−1, respectively,
leading to weight loss on the lower-ED diet and weight gain
on the higher-ED diet. Although the perceived pleasantness
of the diets did not influence intake, the participants reported
feeling significantly hungrier on the low-ED diet compared to
the higher-ED diet (p < 0.001). These findings indicate that
excessive EIs can occur in subjects on high-CHO, higher-ED
diets when they have no choice in diet selection.

These within-subjects repeated measures design studies,
using covert dietary manipulations, do not address the
issue of food or nutrient selection, as participants were only
able to adjust the quantity, not the composition, of the
foods they consumed. These studies potentially uncouple
learned behavioural responses from the physiological signals
resulting from substantial dietary manipulations [60].
5. Do short-chain carbohydrates lead to
preferential fat storage and weight gain? The
carbohydrate-insulin model

The CHO-insulin model proposes that increased fat depo-
sition in the body, resulting from hormonal responses to
high glycaemic index CHOs, preferentially promotes fat sto-
rage and weight gain [22]. A lively debate contrasting this
model to the ‘EB model’ which views overconsumption as
primarily driven by highly palatable energy-dense foods,
has progressed over the last few years [22,61–63]. Both
models attribute weight gain to changes in diet composition
but propose very different mechanisms. High glycaemic
index CHOs can be overconsumed as demonstrated in our
earlier studies in humans [57,64,65] and in studies in rodents
[24,25]. Consumption of sugar-sweetened beverages is associ-
ated with weight gain in children and adults [66,67]. It is
perhaps less probable that a complex goal-oriented motivated
behaviour such as feeding (and therefore EI) in a mammalian
species that shows a remarkable lack of dietary specialization,
would be geared to, driven (in any direction), or heavily lev-
ered by any one dietary macronutrient per se, as proposed
by several macronutrient-specific models [10–12,14,15,17].
That is unless, feeding behaviour in modern humans were
driven to the edge of physiological requirements for protein,
CHO, fat or energy which, by-and-large, it is not. Never-
theless, some studies show subtle changes in food preference
and selection in response to short-term prior energy, e.g. [68]
or protein deficits, e.g. [69].
6. Strengths and limitations of macronutrient-
specific models of human feeding behaviour

The great strengths of macronutrient-specific models of
feeding are that they are rooted in our understanding of physi-
ology and provide testable hypotheses. Carbohydrate-based
models of EB regulation have an intuitive appeal. These
models seem to align with the understanding of dietary fat
as a risk factor for weight gain [70–74], because these
predictions are testable, and because the predictions of these
models offer a potential avenue for manipulating EB through
changes in diet composition. Experimental evidence partially
supports these models but does not give sufficient explanation
of the way the diet and its nutrient composition affect
motivation to eat, EI and EB. This is partly because the macro-
nutrient content of foods are tangled up with each other and
the ED of those foods. It is impossible to alter the level of
one macronutrient in the diet without simultaneously altering
the proportion of dietary energy from the other two macronu-
trients. Furthermore, because the metabolizable energy
coefficient of macronutrients is different, they contribute
differently to the ED of foods and diets [75]. This raises three
questions: what determines the ED of foods and diets (and
have these determinants changed in the last 20 years), how
does dietary ED affect EI, and how do macronutrients,
independent of ED, affect EI? These questions should be
addressed, as far as possible, under controlled laboratory
conditions and in real-life, although there are methodological
constraints to studies in both environments.
7. What are the major determinants of dietary
energy density?

Twenty-two years ago, we examined the relationship
between macronutrient and water content and ED in 1032
ready to eat foods from the British food composition tables
[76] (excluding supplements) [60]. It has been suggested
that between then and now the composition of foods avail-
able in the diet has changed. We have therefore repeated
these analyses in a UK company (Slimming World) database
of 66070 branded foods commonly available to UK consu-
mers. Food composition data are taken from food labels.
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Here we report the current analyses, using regression models
similar to those of 22 years ago. In this analysis, drinks con-
sumed were omitted from the analysis and will be examined
in a future publication.

When analysing the impact of water and nutrients (in
g 100 g−1 of food) on dietary ED, it was observed that all nutri-
ents contributed positively to ED, while water content had a
negative contribution. However, the correlation between
protein and CHOs and ED was generally weak, whereas fat
and water showed stronger associations. When examining
the relationship between nutrient composition (expressed as
a percentage of total food energy) and ED, fat displayed a posi-
tive correlationwith ED,whereas protein andCHO exhibited a
weak negative correlation. The relationship for fat under these
conditions is relatively weak (ED = 154 + 2.85 × fat, R2 = 18%).
Conversely, the relationship between water and ED was
much stronger and negative (ED= 534−5.37 × fat, R2 = 87%).
Hence, although dietary fat contributes to higher ED, foods
with high fat content (expressed as a percentage of energy
from fat) do not necessarily have high ED (figure 1).

We have also examined the relationships between the percen-
tage of energy from each macronutrient, the percentage of water
and the ED of the diet reportedly consumed by 6155 individuals
in 4-day food records from the National Diet and Nutrition
Survey (2008–2014) [77,78]. The patterns in the data and the pro-
portion of the variance explained are largely similar. The major
determinants of the ED of foods and diets are the fat and more
importantly, the water content. It appears that a ‘fat-water
seesaw’ determines dietary ED (when fat is expressed in grams,
as per cent energy or in absolute kJ), which has implications for
feeding behaviour. As the fat content of foods increases the
water content tends to decrease. Some foods (e.g. commercially
available snack products) are mixtures of fats and short-chain
CHOs, with a very low water content. Fat has a lower osmotic
load compared with CHO, which can potentially impact feeding
behaviour [79]. This suggests that consuming a high-CHO or
high-protein diet may lead to increased water intake, which
could affect subsequent food consumption depending on how
the water interacts with the food in the gastrointestinal tract.
8. How does altering the energy density of the
diet by various means affect appetite and
energy intake?

One series of studies has examined how, under the same exper-
imental conditions, changes in the ED of the diet using
primarily fat [54], primarily CHO [59] and primarily mixed
diets [80] affects appetite, EI and EB in humans. These studies
were conducted with participants having unrestricted access
to covertly manipulated diets that remained consistent in
composition throughout the experimental arms of the studies
concerned. Subjects could only change the amount they con-
sumed of systematically manipulated foods. Such covert
manipulations limit individuals’ capacity to learn about senso-
rially distinct foods, which may artificially inflate the casual
effect of dietary ED on EI because it may preclude learned
patterns of caloric compensation [60]. Taking quantitative-
response studies at face-value may lead to an overestimation
of the regulatory significance of passive over-eating when the
ED of diets increases, while simultaneously underestimating
the importance of active changes in food intake and subjective
hunger. To explore potential differences in response to ED
among three studies, a regression model was developed to
identify indications of active decreases in food intake (exclud-
ing non-caloric drinks) and changes in hunger in relation to
ED increases within the constraints of this experimental
design [60]. The findings revealed that participants demon-
strated more effective responses to changes in ED for mixed
nutrient manipulations through active adjustments in food
intake [80], followed by primarily CHO-based manipulations
where detectable changes in hunger were observed [59],
while primarily fat-based manipulations exhibited a lesser
response. These findings alignwith limited evidence from infu-
sion studies conducted on both rodents [81] and humans [82],
which indicate greater caloric compensation in response to
mixed infusions compared with glucose infusions, with lipid
infusions resulting in the least caloric compensation. These
results support the notion that different dietarymacronutrients
may have varying effects on satiety, with protein having the
greatest effect and fat exerting the least impact [83–85].
9. How do dietary macronutrients affect appetite
and energy intake?

There is evidence supporting the hierarchical effects of macro-
nutrients on suppressing subsequent EI [55,83]. Protein has
been found to be the most satiating macronutrient, followed
by CHOs, and fat is the least satiating. This hierarchy applies
to the macronutrients as they naturally occur in foods [60].
Under these conditions dietary fat contributes disproportio-
nately to dietary ED. This hierarchy in the satiating efficiency
of the macronutrients has been found in a number of contexts.
De Castro’s analyses of dietary intakes and feeding behaviour
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of free-living subjects, self-recording their dietary intakes,
suggested that protein suppresses hunger and food intake in
excess of its contribution to total EI. CHO suppressed hunger
and EI roughly in proportion to its’ contribution to EI. Fat pro-
duced less than caloric compensation [83]. Similar findings
have been observed in short-term laboratory studies on appe-
tite control, where protein has shown greater satiating effects
compared with CHO [86–90], particularly when given at mod-
erate and large amounts greater than approximately 1.5 MJ
[91]. However, small manipulations below approximately
1.2 MJ often do not reveal differences in the satiating efficiency
of macronutrients.

Several studies have found that high-fat, ED foods induce
higher levels of EI than lower fat, less ED foods. This effect
has been observed over periods ranging from two weeks
[53–55] to several months [52]. It is important to note that
in many of these studies, the diet is manipulated in a way
that subjects can only change the quantity consumed while
the composition of the foods remains fixed.

Limited research has directly compared all three macro-
nutrients (at doses above 1.2 MJ) simultaneously. Westrate
et al. suggested that when preloads exceed 1.2 MJ, macronu-
trients have varying effects on subjective satiety [85]. This
hierarchy in the satiating efficiency of the macronutrients is
evident in diet survey studies [60,83] and laboratory exper-
iments [84], in relation to nutrient balance regulation [55]
and post-absorptive metabolism in [82] humans and rodents
[81]. The most tightly regulated macronutrients in terms of
oxidation appear to be the most satiating.

For the purpose of this discussion, alcohol is excluded
owing to its pharmacological effects, which can increase
intake. Moreover, alcohol is primarily consumed in beverages
rather than solid foods. In terms of energy content per gram,
alcohol is second only to fat and therefore contributes to the
higher ED of alcoholic beverages compared with their non-
alcoholic counterparts. Protein and CHOs, on the other hand,
tend to decrease the ED of ready-to-eat foods and are more
satiating than fat and alcohol. Protein and CHOs are more
effective at reducing the motivation to eat compared with alco-
hol and fat. Additionally, macronutrients and water can
interactwith each other, affecting EDand influencing the diges-
tion and absorption of foods and nutrients. Is there any
evidence to suggest that macronutrients independently affect
appetite and EI, regardless of their contribution to dietary ED?
10. Do macronutrients affect appetite and energy
intake independent of energy density?

Limited research has compared the satiating effects of macro-
nutrients (protein, fat and CHOs) at equal ED in the diet.
Van Stratum et al. [58] and Stubbs et al. [57] showed that
high-fat and high-CHOdiets with the same EDproduced simi-
lar EIs over two weeks in 22 Trappist nuns or six Cambridge
men, respectively. Some studies suggest that fat influences
appetite and EI, albeit to a modest extent, regardless of its con-
tribution to ED. CHO exerts a more immediate impact on
satiety than fat [91]. A few studies have found this relatively
subtle effect to be independent of ED, e.g. [92,93]. In line
with this, a recent systematic review and meta-analysis of
experimental studies found that studies which manipulated
ED by varying the percentage of calories from fat versus
keeping macronutrient composition constant to achieve diets
differing in ED, produced similar effects on daily EI [94].

Fat has additional sensory impacts on food, providing
moisture and mouthfeel, and acting as a carrier for fat-soluble
volatile substances. These effects may also be unrelated to ED
[95,96]. Evidence suggests that the sensory qualities of dietary
fat and sugars can interact to influence the sensory pleasure
response related to eating. Drewnowski initially demonstrated
that combinations of sugar and fat appear to have a synergistic
effect on the sensory pleasure response in human subjects, sur-
passing the effects of fats or sugars alone [95,97]. This finding
has been supported by functional magnetic resonance imaging
investigations, e.g. [98].

The differences between protein and other macronutrients
have been consistently observed in studies comparing
protein, CHOs and fat-enriched foods at the same ED. For
instance, when individuals were provided with iso-
energetically dense diets containing an excess of 4 MJ d−1 of
protein, CHOs or fat, protein had a significant and substan-
tial impact on reducing the motivation to eat compared
with CHO and fat-enriched foods. The disparities between
CHOs and fat could be attributed to CHOs exerting a more
immediate satiety effect than fat [91].

In summary, when considering macronutrients in the diet
(with fat contributing disproportionately to ED), there is a
hierarchy in their satiating effectiveness. Even when control-
ling for ED, macronutrients have varying effects on appetite.
Protein is significantly more satiating than CHOs or fat.
Under controlled conditions, the differences between fats
and CHOs are more modest. Furthermore, specific combi-
nations of fats and CHOs may enhance the pleasure-related
motivation to eat [98]. Limited evidence suggests that differ-
ent types of CHOs and fats can have varying effects on
satiety. However, these effects are modest and are most
apparent in carefully designed and controlled experiments,
potentially less notable under less controlled conditions.

Mostworkon the effects of different CHOs onEIhas focused
on unavailable complex CHOs or fibre. Various loads of fibre at
onemeal have been shown to decrease both hunger andEI at the
next meal, but the effects are relatively modest [99].

While animal studies have demonstrated that altering the
amino acid composition of proteins or protein-based prep-
arations can have significant effects on feeding behaviour
[29, pp. 277–331], there is currently limited systematic
research conducted in humans, and this area remains over-
looked. One reason for this is that systematically modified
amino acid mixtures often have unusual or unpleasant tastes.

It is worth noting that attempts to systematically model the
effects of physical, sensory andnutritional attributes of foods on
motivation to eat and EI, across a large sample of common
foods varying considerably in composition and in a large
sample of subjects have been very limited. This is currently
the focus of a ‘Satiety-Map’ project at the University of Leeds.
11. What do we know about the relationship
between energy density and energy intake
from observational studies of free-living
people, self-recording their dietary intakes?

Many dietary surveys using self-reported intakes, report
energy and nutrient intakes but not food intake, making it
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difficult to examine relationships between ED (as EI/ weight
of food eaten on a 24 h basis) and EI. It is important to exam-
ine both energy and food intake as outcomes since both
factors give information about compensation of feeding be-
haviour. Twenty-two years ago, we examined the dietary
determinants of EI in 73 weighed dietary records. Daily EIs
were regressed against ED (ED), water (in grams) and each
macronutrient expressed as a percentage of energy [60]. We
have recently repeated these analyses in 6155, 4-day food
records from the National Diet and Nutrition Survey (2008–
2014) [77,78]. When the subject effect was ignored, the
percentages of CHO and protein in the diet contributed
negatively to EI but only explained small percentages of the
variability in EI (3.2% and 3.3% for CHO and protein,
respectively). The percentage of fat contributed positively to
EI and the percentage of fat explained the largest proportion
(9.7%) of the variability in EI of all the macronutrients. Water
only explained 4% of the variability in EI in this study. The
relationship between ED and EI, and ED and food intake
were also examined. EDwas associated with higher EIs explain-
ing 6.9% of the variance and with lower food intakes,
explaining 19% of the variance. Parenthetically, the relationship
between ED and Association of Analytical Chemists (AOAC)
fibre is small and the slope was negative explaining 5.5% of
the variance, but that between EI and AOAC fibre in grams is
positive, as for macronutrients and water. Compared to the
macronutrients, fibre is a very small proportion of the diet in
this analysis, rarely exceeding 35–40 g d−1.

There was considerable between-individual variability in
the regression slopes for all of these relationships. When data
were examined using mean-centred analyses (which has the
effect of removing between-subject variability) the same
patterns were evident, but generally the proportion of the
variance in relationships explained was lower. It is not
known if these patterns would be maintained in a longer
set of observations (figures 2 and 3).

While the evidence from short-to-medium term labora-
tory studies suggests that increases in ED are more effective
at increasing EI than at decreasing food intake; in longer
term and the cross-sectional studies, we have conducted 22
years apart in different groups, in real-world environments,
diets of higher ED appear more likely to be associated with
smaller meal size or volumes (i.e. compensation in meal
size for ED). However, this compensation appears incomplete
because higher ED tends to be associated with higher EI
overall. Longer-term experimental studies confirming these
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observations would be valuable [100]. Caution should also be
exercised when interpreting self-report measures of dietary
intake [46].

Returning to the discussion of models of EB regulation
based on negative or indeed positive feedback from individ-
ual macronutrients, the evidence from a number of sources
tends to suggest we should be developing more integrative
multifactorial models to account for the effects of diet compo-
sition and ED on motivation to eat, EI and EB [60]. This raises
the issue of ultra-processed foods.
rnal/rstb
Phil.Trans.R.Soc.B

378:20220449
12. Ultra-processed or highly processed foods
There has been a great deal of research and debate about the
role of food processing in diet-induced over-eating [101–108].
Food processing is primarily the transformation of agricul-
tural products into food, through mechanical, chemical
or other technological approaches to change, preserve or
improve the convenience with which a food is consumed.
Processing ranges from the addition of preservatives, such
as salt or sugar, forms of packaging and storage, including
freezing and cooling of the use of protective storage environ-
ments, the addition of non-food additives and compounds to
alter flavour, colour, texture or aroma [109]. Therefore, food
processing causes a whole range of modifications that vary
considerably, some of which may impact appetite and EI.

There are six named and one unnamed system which
attempt to classify a degree of processing of foods, which
differ in their categorization of foods [110]. The most com-
monly cited appears to be the NOVA system [111]. The
NOVA system has four categories of degree of processing, ran-
ging from minimally processed, through processed culinary
components, processed and then ultra-processed foods. The
NOVAdefinition of the latter is products obtained from formu-
lations of several ingredients, like salt, sugar, oils, and fats, and
substances, like flavours, colours, sweeteners, emulsifiers [111].
As pointed out by Visioli et al. [109], given the complexity of
food processing, it is important to try and determine which
of the many technological steps involved might be responsible
for any potential negative or indeed positive consequences to
health. Some highly processed foods are low in the density of
micronutrients, fibre, water and dense in energy, fats, sugars
and/or salt and additives, some of which influence
the sensory attributes (taste, texture, aroma) of foods in a
way which may stimulate EI. It is also the case that many
such foods represent a large proportion of foods available on
supermarket shelves.

It appears uncontroversial that many highly processed
foods tend to be higher in ED than less highly processed
foods [102,106]. It is critically important to understand from
a mechanistic perspective, whether it is the ED, nutritional
composition, non-nutritional modification and/or sensory
attributes of foods, vis-à-vis, how they are processed that
may or may not determine any associations between patterns
of consumption and health outcomes [102,109,110]. Gibney
and Forde highlight four observational studies as of 2022
that have examined the relationship between highly pro-
cessed food, intake and health outcomes, using multivariate
models that control for nutrient intake [110]. In three of the
studies, when the model controlled for nutrient intake, corre-
lations between highly processed food and disease outcomes
remained, leading the authors to suggest that non-nutritional
factors (food additives, packaging and of phytochemicals)
may be involved in mechanisms of morbidity and mortality
[110]. This is a complex and important area for future inves-
tigation, that was touched on in the symposium discussion,
and relatively little is known about the impact on most
non-nutritional food additives (or how they interact) to influ-
ence EI. Most evidence relating to food additives and health
is toxicological for purposes of food safety [110]. Understand-
ing how potentially complex interactions between many
individually non-toxic compounds may or may not affect bio-
logical mechanisms of disease (in this case EI and obesity) is
potentially challenging.

This article does not have sufficient space to address the
several issues around both the definition of food processing
or the relationship between highly processed foods and EI
[102,109,110]. Briefly, it has been argued that highly pro-
cessed foods may affect EI through their high ED, reward
value and/or assimilability—i.e. the rate at which they can
be ingested, digested and absorbed. However, as discussed
in the next section, it may or may not be a useful communi-
cation heuristic to refer to foods as ‘junk’, ‘ultra-processed’ or
‘highly processed’. Some thought should be given to the
socioeconomic and public health messaging implications of
doing so. Consumer understanding of the effects of food pro-
duction, provenance, processing and composition on health
and well-being could be confused in an already crowded
communication and marketing space. Collapsing multiple
interacting mechanisms by which foods, their composition,
physical structure and associated sensory attributes may
affect EI, may not help us elucidate those biological mechan-
isms and may obscure, conflate or confound some of them.
Systematic, structured dissection of the effect of nutritional
and non-nutritional food attributes of foods on motivation to
eat and EI is an important area for research development.
The current authors argue that is important to systematically
model the effects of physical, sensory and nutritional attributes
of foods on motivation to eat and EI, giving careful consider-
ation to the sample size and sample structure of both the
population foods and population of humans being studied.
We are currently attempting to develop these approaches in
the Satiety Map project at the University of Leeds.
13. Dietary macronutrients, energy density and
the neurobiology of human eating behaviour
in the context of energy balance regulation

Appetite and EI are goal-oriented, motivated behaviours
[31–33] operating in the context of EB regulation, which is
both imprecise and over prolonged periods (i.e. not acute
or short-duration studies), appears to be asymmetric [1,38].
The evolutionary forces that shaped those behaviours are
unlikely to be those that directly shaped our current diet
and its composition. Nevertheless, the integration of homeo-
static and hedonic mechanisms humans evolved are likely to
affect appetitive, eating and EB responses to the diet humans
currently encounter. This potentially places our motivation to
eat and food reward-driven behaviours in the context, and at
times at odds with, other non-food related motivations and
rewards (e.g. health, well-being). As Kringlebach, points out
‘food intake is driven by motivation and emotion which are
in turn supported by reward and hedonic processing’ and
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pleasure is a central cue to animals and humans that links
food liking and wanting to patterns of learned ingestive
behaviour [34, p. 309].

Figure 4 depicts the central axis of eating behaviour, which
like other goal-oriented motivated behaviours, operate in
cycles of anticipation, consummation and termination. Directly
linked to these cycles (in animals and humans) are reactive pro-
cesses of learned habitual behaviours and responses to
environmental (e.g. food availability, palatability) and somatic
cues such as stress and emotional reactivity. This central axis
shapes the architecture of eating behaviour (i.e. selection and
consumption of different foods), which in turn influences EB
through the effects of eating behaviour on EI. The diagram
acknowledges that components of the system exert feedback
to influence both cycles of goal-oriented eating behaviour
and the prompts and cues that influence reactive components
of eating behaviour, which are not necessarily within the
realm of conscious awareness or control. Finally, and perhaps,
often with less influence than we would hope, are strategies of
behaviour change, which involve cognitive modification
of beliefs, attitudes, intentions and plans, aimed to reshape
eating behaviour. Those strategies may be less effective if
they oppose reactive and/or homeostatic and hedonic factors.
This schema assumes that homeostasis and hedonics are often
aligned, owing to the asymmetry of EB regulation. For
example, over-eating energy-dense foods which are highly
palatable (often because they are energy-dense) is an example
of goal-oriented, motivated appetitive behaviours functioning
as they would be designed by natural selection in a resource
limiting environment, even if the environment we currently
inhabit is not resource-limiting. For many animals (including
humans) pleasure is a central cue that links food reward to pat-
terns of learned ingestive behaviour. Thus, the casual links
between changes in components of the system variously high-
lighted by different theoretical models of the physiology of EI
or EB regulation are likely to be more tenuous and complex
than is sometimes assumed. Perhaps one of the key limitations
of macronutrient-specific models that propose peripheral
physiology exerts powerful unconditioned negative feedback
on eating behaviour and hence EI, is that they underestimate
the complexity of behaviour.

Because a great deal of human behaviour is both reactive
and learned, it is possible that the environment can produce
prompts, cues and stimuli that influence learned patterns of
motivation to eat, e.g. [112]. It is frequently stated that the
ready availability of cheap, highly palatable, readily assimi-
lated, energy-dense foods is a major factor responsible for
obesity development in modern environments. In fact, these
are several factors which characterize the nutritional environ-
ment of modern humans and several potential mechanisms
which may affect EI. The ED and macronutrient composition
of foods has received considerable attention because many
theoretical models of EB regulation are based on feedback
from the macronutrient composition of foods, energy stores
or expenditure. Availability, palatability, ED and assimilabil-
ity (fast versus slow foods) of foods should have little
impact on macronutrient-based negative feedback models if
those models exert a powerful effect on EI. However, in a
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neurobiological model of eating behaviour operating in the
context of imprecise, asymmetric EB regulation, each of
these factors can have a large effect on motivation to eat,
eating behaviour and EB [1,31,33,34]. Such models appear
to help explain the relationship between appetite control, EI
and asymmetric EB regulation, leading to the development
of obesity in modern food environments, and the difficulties
people have in losing weight and maintaining weight loss. By
expanding our models to take account of the complexity of
goal-oriented motivated behaviours, we may be able to dis-
sect the several mechanisms that operate concurrently to
influence diet-induced obesity in humans.
 tb

Phil.Trans.R.Soc.B
378:20220449
14. Conclusion and future directions
Several theories have been developed to explain how almost
every component of the EB system may function as a negative
feedback homeostatic signal to influence food and EI. The
great strength of such negative feedback models is that they
are rooted in our understanding of physiology and provide
testable hypotheses. Many are macronutrient-specific. Exper-
imental and epidemiological evidence partially supports
these models but does not give sufficient explanation of the
way that the composition of the diet affects motivation to
eat, EI and EB.

As macronutrients occur in the diet, protein, CHOs and fat
exert different effects on satiety or in the order protein >
CHOs > fat. These relationships are partly intertwined with the
contribution of each macronutrient to dietary ED. Dietary ED
appears primarily to be determined by a fat : water see-saw in
the composition of foods and diets. Increasing and decreasing
the ED of foods and diets by variousmeans tends to lead to cor-
responding increase or decrease in EI, which appear to be more
(albeit incompletely) compensated for when learning cues are
intact compared to covert manipulation studies.

There is some evidence that dietary macronutrients have
different effects on satiety and EI independent of ED. Of par-
ticular relevance is the satiating effect of protein and the
impact of short-chain CHOs, caloric beverages and mixtures
of fats and sweet short-chain CHOs in elevating EI.

Appetite and EI are goal-oriented motivated behaviours
operating in the context of EB regulation, which appears to
be both imprecise and over long periods, asymmetric.
Human EB regulation appears more tolerant of positive than
negative EBs. Despite their theoretical elegance and parsimony,
macronutrient-specific negative feedback models of EB regu-
lation have limited capacity to explain how availability of
cheap, highly palatable, readily assimilated, ED foods lead to
obesity in modern environments. Neuropsychological con-
structs including food reward (liking, wanting and learning),
reactive and reflective decision making, in the context of
asymmetric EB regulation, give more comprehensive explana-
tions of how foods containing mixtures of readily assimilated
fats and CHOs and caloric beverages elevate EI through
combined hedonic, affective, cognitive and physiological
mechanisms. Understanding these multiple mechanisms,
how they inter-relate and their importance in determining be-
havioural pathways leading to overconsumption and for
managing therapeutic induced energy deficits, may expand
our knowledge of obesity development and its behavioural
management throughmore effective prevention and treatment
options in the future.
In considering the effect of diet composition on appetite
and EI in humans, we have discussed the limited evidence
from primarily acute or short-term and largely cross-sectional
observational studies in the real world, for which there is a
paucity of data. The vast majority of studies on human appe-
tite control are conducted over hours or days and may say
little about long-term EB regulation [1]. These studies are lim-
ited in number, duration and extent of dietary manipulation.
There are few prolonged studies that directly compare the
effects of systematically manipulated diets on appetite and
EI. There are even fewer studies of sufficient magnitude or
duration to make statements about significant changes in
EB. In the modern world a large proportion of over and
undernutrition occurs in the ±10% range of EB. It would be
valuable to conduct structured comparisons of interventions
that achieve positive and negative energy imbalances to this
extent in people with lower and higher body mass index.

There are considerable challenges in generalizing typical
controlled feeding studies examining the effects of macronu-
trients on appetite, EI and EB, to real-world settings. Firstly,
people do not usually consume systematically manipulated
diets. They tend to select and ingest foods from literally
tens of thousands available in the food supply. Patterns of
food intake tend to be habitual [112,113], but there is far
more noise in the nutritional environment of the real world
than that of diet manipulation studies. Secondly, as men-
tioned in this paper, patterns of food selection and intake
have a large, learned component which is likely to be central
to acquired and often automatic behaviours that determine
appetite control and patterns of EI [47,113–115]. Eating
behaviour is shaped heavily by learned and anticipatory pro-
cesses, such as associative conditioning [116]. This implies
that understanding how food composition affects appetite
and EI requires studies where patterns of learned associations
can be established between sensory and nutritional, contextual
cue-based characteristics of foods on the one hand and the
physiological and hedonic consequences of ingesting those
foods on the other. Food preferences and dietary habits are
probably shaped by a number of additional factors not directly
related to the physiology of EB regulation—e.g. culture, econ-
omics, pleasure, convenience. While, it is often claimed that
laboratorymeasures and interventions concerning diet compo-
sition and EI afford greater control over both the intervention,
the experimental environment and the outcomes being
measured, that control may create biases and artefacts [47]. It
is therefore necessary to pay some attention to observational
studies where major gaps in the evidence remain.

There are also methodological problems and uncertainties
associated with observational and epidemiological assess-
ments of the relationship between food/diet composition
and EI. A key problem being the measurement of food intake
and EI itself, in which errors are high, non-random and assess-
ments are biased by mis-reporting of dietary intakes [46,117].
In many studies, the population is not always representative
of the general population. Correlational studies assume that
relationships established in a particular study context are uni-
form over time, but they may not be. In both ‘real-world’ and
controlled studies, energyand nutrient intakes are often treated
as primary outcomes but in reality they are secondary out-
comes of observed/measured eating behaviour, which can be
altered by other (sometimes unmeasured) influences such as
food preference, avoidance, prior learned experience [47].
These concerns become greater the shorter the time-window
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of observation [47]. There is therefore a need for novel study
designs that combine prospective cause-effect interventions,
with parallel examinations of the same phenomena under
less tightly controlled naturalistic conditions. The methodo-
logical constraints to such designs are considerable but not
necessarily unsurmountable. New technologies, approaches
to data analytics and wearable sensors may improve our
understanding of food intake [118–121], patterns of physical
activity and EE [122–126] and changes in body composition
(and hence EB) in the environmental contexts were they
occur, e.g. [127–129] to provide comparative measures across
experimental environments (laboratory and real world) and
to aggregate data across timewindows relevant to behavioural
trajectories that affect longer-term EB. These are exciting areas
for future development that may help us better understanding
patterns of behaviour (eating) that have a central impact on EB
and health outcomes.

Aligning macronutrient-based feeding models with what
we are rapidly learning about the neurobiology of eating
behaviour, the intertwined nature of (asymmetric) EB homeo-
stasis and hedonics, the reflective and reactive nature of
human behaviour and the multiple, mutually reinforcing
mechanisms that recruit goal-oriented motivated behaviours
to select and ingest foods may lead to a greater understand-
ing of diet-induced obesity. A more standardized and
integrated approach to the future study of appetite and EI
in the context of tracked changes in EB would be extremely
helpful. There is a need to clarify and standardize the
definition and construct-operationalization of both traits,
e.g. [130,131] and states related to individual differences in
eating behaviour and motivation to eat respectively. In par-
ticular, clarifying definition and measurement of human
motivation to eat constructs such as hunger, appetite and sati-
ety into forms of motivation [31,33,34,37,45,132]. Testing
those measures against observable patterns of goal-oriented
ingestive behaviours (anticipation, consummation, termin-
ation [37]) would be potentially informative. Modelling
the nutritional, non-nutritional and contextual attributes of
foods that are associated with motivation to eat or not eat
would expand our models of food composition and EI into
a more integrated, multifactorial models. Such models
could then be tested in laboratory studies and real-world
settings. Such approaches may help integrate theoretical
mechanisms, align experimental designs, and develop and
harmonize key measurements of EI in the context of tracked
EB behaviours. Integrating motivational measures relating to
eating with tracked EB behaviours and EB status, occurring in
objectively recorded environmental contexts, over weeks and
months, may improve our understanding of the relationship
between the composition of the diet, motivation to eat and
eating behaviour in the development, prevention and/or
management of obesity.
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